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In the title of Mark Monmonier’s new book, “rhumb
lines” refers to the Mercator projection’s special property
of representing directions, and therefore plotted compass
courses, as straight lines. “Map wars” refers mainly to the
debate over the merits, or not, of the so-called Peters
projection, a debate which continues to smoulder and
occasionally ignite, and about which most cartographic
cognoscenti hold strong opinions. Monmonier has already
published a lengthy discourse on the Peters controversy
(Monmonier, 1995) but there is much more, very much
more in this well-written book, than the narrow focus of
that earlier work.

Although we learn something of Mercator’s life and
times, the book is not extensively biographical (and is thus
very different from the recent excellent biography of
Mercator by Nicholas Crane). Indeed the biographical
details are mainly confined to Chapter 3, while Mercator’s
immediate achievements are covered in this and in Chapter
4, which discusses the great 1569 world map in 18 plates
and the problems of re-presenting it in facsimile or in
various kinds of reduced version. This chapter also offers
information on the whereabouts of both originals and
facsimiles (web sites included). The other chapters cover
the development of the various forms of the projection and
their applications and relationships to other projections.
Along the way, the reader learns a great deal about many
of the characteristics of map projections. For example,
conformality is explained in the first chapter and its
importance frequently referred to throughout the book.
Tissot’s indicatrix is introduced in Chapter 5 and is then
used repeatedly to illustrate the distortions in different
projections. We also learn inter alia about map grids, conic
projections, transverse and oblique aspects, and the pursuit
of equal area or low distortion in world views.

In Chapter 5, ‘punningly’ entitled “The Wright
Approach”, we are introduced to Edward Wright, English
mathematician, who was the first to tabulate the spacings
of the Mercator graticule. As well as a rather dry account
of the mathematics, there is much entertainment in the

story of how Wright’s calculations were plagiarized by
Hondius and by Abraham Kendall, and we also learn of
another English mathematician, Thomas Harriot, who
produced a more elegant solution but failed to publish it
(described by Monmonier as “the epitome of the
perfectionist academic who rarely publishes” – not many
of those can survive today!).

More good stories (many of them familiar from other
people’s writings) appear in later chapters, including the
one about how the late J.P. Snyder,  a map projection
hobbyist, used a hand calculator to solve the complex
equations required for the Space Oblique Mercator
projection, after thousands of dollars had been spent,
fruitlessly, by the US Geological Survey on hiring
consultant mathematicians. Snyder reaped his reward by
his subsequent recruitment to the service of the USGS as
their map projection expert, and went on to author many
fine books on the subject. The story of Sir Halford
Mackinder’s use and abuse of  Mercator in his seminal
1904 paper to the Royal Geographical Society about his
geopolitical theory of the “Heartland”, also gets an airing. 

The concluding chapters focus on contemporary and
recent discussions about how different projections affect
our world view, and include reference to twentieth century
pioneers such as Richard Edes Harrison and J.Paul Goode,
while in the penultimate Chapter 10, “Size Matters”, Arno
Peters’ claims for his projection finally come under
Monmonier’s critical scrutiny.

All in all, and notwithstanding its special title, this
book provides an excellent introduction to the nature and
attributes of map projections in general, set within an
interesting narrative, and can be recommended to
undergraduate students in geography and cartography to
encourage projection awareness. But there is no mistaking
the underlying agenda, expressed in the preface, namely
that “Rhumb lines and map wars offers a vigorous and
needed response to a campaign that mixes willful
ignorance and misguided activism.” Although Monmonier
fulfils his promise, whether the book will succeed in laying
the controversy to rest remains doubtful.

Bob Parry
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Maps and map-making in local history

Jacinta Prunty
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Hitherto, users and prospective users of historical
mapping in Ireland have not been well served by guides to
what is available. The main exception to this is History in
the Ordnance Map, by J.H. Andrews (1974, reissued
1993), but this is almost wholly concerned with pre-1922
mapping. It was a logical counterpart to J.B. Harley and
C.W. Phillips, The historian’s guide to Ordnance Survey
maps (1964). However, Harley’s Maps for the local
historian (1972) had no Irish counterpart, though its
influence seems clear in more elaborate successors such as
David Smith, Maps and plans for the local historian and
collector (1988), and Paul Hindle, Maps for historians
(1988, second edition 1998).

Thus Jacinta Prunty’s offering would seem to fill a
wide-open gap. Indeed, it improves on Andrews, Harley,
Smith and Hindle both by indicating where maps might be
located, and by offering guidance on producing them. Dr
Prunty is a lecturer at the National University of Ireland,
Maynooth, and this perhaps explains why such things as
proportional circles are discussed. Despite Dr Prunty’s
enthusiasm, I am a little doubtful how far local historians
are prepared to go in drawing or commissioning
sophisticated maps to illustrate their work, but such things
do not occupy a large space.

So the main interest of the book, and no doubt the
main reason why it will be bought and consulted, lies in its
treatment of what historical mapping is available.
Although many of us were vaguely aware that, whilst
some genres of mapping are common to Britain and
Ireland, there are others peculiar to Ireland, now the
similarities and differences are much more apparent.
Nothing in Britain corresponds to the plantation maps and
bog surveys of the seventeenth and early nineteenth
centuries respectively. However, these differences are not
quite as apparent in the text as they should be, and herein
lies one of the weaknesses of the book. There are exactly
300 pages of substantial matter: 173 of these are occupied
by Chapter 1, ‘Map-making in Ireland: an historical
overview’. There are subheadings in the text, but none in
the table of contents; surely firmer editorial control could
have been exercised here, particularly as the eighty-odd
illustrations are listed in full over three pages. As it is,
although maps tend to be treated by a mix of chronology
and genre, there is not the rigid division used by Harley,
Hindle and Smith; thus, for example, Goad insurance maps
are introduced, almost in mid-paragraph, at the end of a
section mainly concerned with large-scale OS town
mapping. What I would have liked to see would have been
a succinct description of each genre, when it was created,
who by, on whose behalf, the type of detail it can be
expected to depict and, at least by implication, whether it

is worth seeking out: instead I was left with a feeling of
diffuseness. Perhaps I would have thought better had the
table of contents been more forthcoming.

Editorial control apart, it would also have been
desirable had a specialist cartographic historian read
through the text. Dr Prunty has made her reputation with
publications such as Dublin slums 1800-1925: a study in
urban geography (1998): her enthusiasm for maps is
obvious, but unfortunately this is not always accompanied
by corresponding depth of knowledge. This is most
marked in the treatment of ‘The triangulation of Ireland’
on pages 119–128, where geodetic control and field survey
are confused disastrously. Not only disastrously: probably
unnecessarily, as it is unclear from the text why anyone
other than specialist cartographic historians should bother
themselves with the original fieldbooks and other pre-
publication materials of which there is such a wealth
preserved in the National Archives of Ireland, in stark
contrast to Britain. There are occasional nuggets to be
found in field and triangulation records, but you have to
look hard, and it is only worth entering this complicated,
rigorous world if you have a good understanding of how it
worked. I doubt it is worth it for the sort of reader at whom
this book seems to be aimed. It would have been much
more useful had the space occupied by triangulation been
used instead for more on post-1922 mapping of Ireland:
the subject deserves better than my spatchcocked
treatment in Sheetlines 30 in 1991. An especially loud
‘silence’ is the lack of any mention of land-use mapping;
yet a survey of Northern Ireland comparable with Dudley
Stamp’s of Britain in the 1930s was published in 1947–51.
One might also query whether so much needs to be said
about projections, which are largely irrelevant to most
local enquiries; this is just the sort of thing which is often
more of a deterrent than an encouragement to reluctant
map-users.

Early on, both the ideal of looking at every map
available and the need for a critical approach are
emphasized. The need to be aware of the circumstances of
a map’s production – who by, who for, what for – are
succinctly covered by Hindle, but here we have the full
Harley treatment: the map as a ‘social product’, and so on.
When these ideas were first being published, fifteen or
twenty years ago, they were fresh and provoking, but
unfortunately they are tending to degenerate into another
dreary orthodoxy, a substitute for the former assumption
that maps were scientific, objective things, ideally
produced by officers and gentlemen of the Royal
Engineers, or at any rate by surveyors and cartographers
who subscribed to broadly similar ideals. The ‘Harley line’
seems to work better in some situations, such as colonial
map-making, than in others, more domestic.

Of its nature, this book will find a ready market; it is
to be regretted that it is not a more satisfactory treatment of
its subject. We must hope for a second edition which
addresses the deficiencies of the first.

Richard Oliver
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AA Road Atlas Ireland

Basingstoke: Automobile Association, 2004
90 pp ISBN 0 7495 3545 8,  £7.99 paperback

The new AA Road Atlas Ireland is the usual well
presented AA product, aimed squarely at the holidaymaker
– almost the first thing in the atlas is a routeplanner map,
placed opposite small maps of the ferry terminals. The
road maps themselves are at 1:200 000, a useful scale for
touring, and the inclusion of a scale bar on each page is
handy.  Apart from summit heights, elevation is not
indicated, and although the depiction of national parks
does give a clue to the whereabouts of the hillier bits I feel
that inclusion of some sort of hill shading or contours
would improve the final product.  A relief map of the
whole island is included, which goes some way to making
up for this lack.  My interest in hills is easily explained:
most of my touring has been done on the back of a
motorcycle, and when planning a route, what is usually
required are interesting (i.e. bendy) roads and good views,
and both of these are to be found in mountainous areas.
There are other helpful features in this atlas to aid the
planning process: scenic routes are marked in a similar
manner to Michelin maps, and touring information is
given by the familiar tourist symbols (AA approved
campsites and golf courses are separately indicated).

Another good feature of this particular atlas is that
the minor roads are very clearly shown.  Often on road
maps minor roads are shown in thin and grey casings, as if
to discourage their use.  The casing of these minor roads is
good and solid, and they should be easily readable by those
with failing eyesight or those, like me, who attempt to read
them though the dual encumbrances of a steamed up visor
and a plastic bag (to keep the rain off the map of course).

The maps are numbered from south to north and are
followed by a selection of town plans from both the
Republic and Northern Ireland.  What is lacking is a
medium scale map of either Greater Dublin or Greater
Belfast.  There is a big jump between the map of Dublin
city centre at about 1:13 500 scale and the atlas sheet at
1:200 000.  A map at around 1:75 000 naming the suburbs
and labelling the ‘R’ roads, and showing location of major
buildings such as hospitals or university sites would do
much to increase the usability of the atlas.

Finally there are linear maps of the motorway
junctions, a map of administrative areas and an index,
which includes tourist sites in red.  In the end paper is a
map of freshwater fishing showing river basins and fish
species found in them.  Apparently ‘many visitors arrive in
Ireland for this reason alone’ which seems like reason
enough to include it.

At A4, this is a handy size, and although I would
personally prefer a spiral binding (easier to fit in that
plastic bag) it will be a useful addition to any collection or
to the holidaymaker touring Ireland.

Judith Fox

The Palgrave Concise Historical Atlas of
the Cold War

John Swift
London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003 50 two-colour
maps, 120 pp ISBN 0 333 99404 3, £14.99
paperback

The Cold War is a critical period of recent history
and any understanding of current international relations
and geopolitics, whether the break-up of Yugoslavia and
the Soviet Union or the chaos in much of Africa, must be
grounded in an understanding of the period. The Palgrave
Concise Historical Atlas of the Cold War is designed,
according to the author’s preface, to provide a broad
overview of the topic for students and those generally
interested in the period, rather than a detailed examination.
The author acknowledges the need to convey the complex
issues involved in an accessible manner and the role that
maps can play in this. In this respect his work falls within
a rich tradition of recent popular political atlases, such as
the family of atlases that evolved from Kidron and Segal’s
first edition (1981) of the State of the World Atlas.
Unfortunately, Swift’s atlas is badly let down by the
quality of the cartography, of which he provides no details
concerning the authorship, design or execution of the
maps.

Before discussing the limitations of the cartography,
it has to be said that the written text does provide a
reasonable reference resource. The writing is generally
clear and concise and covers a range of broad political,
military and socio-economic issues, as well as more
detailed analysis of issues such as the Cuban ‘Missile
Crisis’. The atlas is divided into five major sections, each
featuring half a dozen to a dozen themes, each with its
accompanying map. This atlas covers the period from the
Russian Revolution in ‘The Origins of the Cold War’
(section one), through to the legacy of the Cold War,
including the break-up of the Soviet empire, in section six.
However, as an atlas, not simply a text with some
supporting maps, its success or failure depends on the
quality of the maps and any reader who has a basic
knowledge of cartographic design will immediately be
aware of the problems with this atlas. They extend from
general layout to detailed issues surrounding choice of
projection, typography, and associated graphics (e.g.
histograms). 

Many of the maps could make much better use of the
page space available. For example, Map 4, dealing with
Stalin’s foreign policy in central Europe and the Baltic, has
a great deal of ‘white space’; especially in the top-left
corner, where for some reason the cartographer has not
bothered to extend and complete the coastlines of southern
Sweden and northern Germany, making the geopolitical
arena covered by this map much less ‘recognisable’.
Judicious ‘cropping’ would also make for better maps by
reducing redundant space and allowing more relevant
detail to be added, for instance useful detail (e.g.
demographic information, sites of inter-ethnic conflict or
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massacres) could have been added to the map illustrating
the break-up of Yugoslavia (Map 48).

Several world map projections have been used in the
atlas, although no justification is given for their choice (the
projections are not identified). All of the world maps are
orientated to the north and are Euro-centric. A single
projection is used for all except two world maps and it
appears to be an equal-area projection, possibly Eckert VI
or something very similar. This is a reasonably sensible
choice and works well enough for most of the maps. Why
this is suddenly changed for a rectangular non-equal area
projection, possibly the Gall stereographic, for Map 26
(Culture and the Cold War) is unclear and certainly
unnecessary. Similarly, why a rather bizarre, but
apparently equal-area projection (possibly Eckert II) is
used to map the Non-aligned Movement is beyond
understanding (it is rather reminiscent of the shape
distortion produced by the Gall-Peters projection).

Several themes are illustrated by the standard world
projection when an alternative option would have provided
a much clearer representation of the ‘geopolitical’
situation. For example, a polar projection, showing just the
northern hemisphere, would have made much more sense
of the geo-strategic relationship between NATO and WPO
members (see Map 13) and of the ‘Arms race’ in ballistic
missiles between the major powers (Map 37). This
indicates a lack of awareness of the nature of geo-strategic
space or at least of the range of cartographic solutions
available for its representation. It is perhaps not surprising
then that Swift believes that it is ‘impossible to map…’ the
issue of Reagan’s Strategic Defence Initiative (‘Star
Wars’) ‘…in any meaningful way’ (see his preface, page
vii). This inability to ‘visualize’ complex geopolitical
space is not inevitable. Just as Richard Edes Harrison and
other graphic artists revolutionized cartographic images of
the ‘air-age’ world of the 1940s, the news media of today
provide a wide range of interesting solutions to
representing geopolitical space for mass audiences which
could inspire contemporary mapmakers and academics. 

Most of the regional maps are relatively simple
location maps, with some thematic content. However,
there are significant problems in terms of the clarity with
which important issues are represented. For example, in
the map illustrating the break-up of post-socialist
Yugoslavia (Map 48) the cartographer has failed to
distinguish, either typographically, or by use of
appropriate line-weight for borders, the de jure hierarchy
of territorial units. The same line-weight is used for
international borders as for the border between the two
constituent republics of the rump state of
Yugoslavia/Serbia-Montenegro, and perhaps more
confusingly, the two autonomous regions within Serbia
(Vojvodina and Kosovo) – all of these entities appear to be
of the same legal status, while, in fact, they are not. This
false connotation is reinforced by using the same

typography for these varied territorial entities. No attempt
is made to distinguish state capitals from other cities,
which further compounds the misrepresentation. However,
this lack of clarity in representing Balkan borders is not
confined to this atlas, similar problems infected news
media mapping of the region throughout the 1990s (see
Vujakovic, 2000). The location of the ‘Krajina’ in eastern
Croatia (Srijem) is also erroneous.

The typography, in general, is of a poor standard,
with cluttered labelling on many maps. For example Map
13 shows the whole world, but could have been cropped to
show just North America and Europe (incl. part of Russia),
as the rest is redundant, and this would have allowed much
clearer labelling. On other maps, with significant ‘white
space’, the labelling is often unnecessarily small (e.g. the
labelling of cities on the map of SE Asia (Map 29)).
Labelling is also obscured by running borders and other
linear features through the label rather than providing a
break, and by poor placement (e.g. country names on Map
39 are very poorly positioned, with South Korea, Israel
and Iraq all ambiguously placed).

Other errors result from a lack of attention to detail.
For example, on Map 2, Tierra del Fuego and several
Canadian islands are given a black ‘fill’ for no apparent
reason, while on other maps, islands that are part of larger
territorial units are not provided with appropriate colour
fills (e.g. on Map 5 Hainan is not shown as part of China,
and several Canadian arctic islands are left unshaded).
Sadly, this is not a minor issue, as islands often have
immense geopolitical significance (see Swift’s own
discussion, Map 20). Examples of other errors include the
Russian Kuril Islands, which are not correctly shaded on
Map 49, and Sakhalin on Map 39 and 40. Similar errors
occur with regard to territorial ‘outliers’, hence Northern
Ireland is shaded as part of the ‘UK’ on Map 15 but not on
Map 16, while several of the smaller islands of the
Philippine and Indonesian archipelagos are unshaded on
Map 39, and French Guiana (strictly a French Overseas
Department) is never shaded when the rest of France is.

The statistical graphics (e.g. histograms) placed on
some of the maps are also poorly designed and presented,
and the source of statistical data is never given, despite the
fact that Swift provides a ‘health warning’ regarding the
reliability of official statistics in his preface.

In summary, this atlas covers a fascinating topic, but
is badly let down by the lack of attention to cartographic
design. 

Peter Vujakovic
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Cartographic materials, a manual of
interpretation for AACR2, 2002 revision
Second edition

Prepared by the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Committee for Cartographic
Materials. Elizabeth U. Mangan, editor. 
Published by London: Facet Publishing for American
Library Association, Canadian Library Association,
Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals, 2003. UK ISBN 1 85604 516 1 £65.00

Here’s a little background for the non-librarians
among you. Libraries catalogue their holdings (books,
periodicals, maps, etc) for several reasons: to know what
they have; to allow users to find what’s in the collection
without having to pull everything off the shelf or out of a
tray; and to keep from buying the same thing twice (unless
they mean to). In order to achieve these goals, librarians
develop standards for describing and accessing collection
items.

In the English-speaking library world, the basis of
standards for describing and accessing materials is the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (presently, the second
revised edition of 2002). These are rules written and
agreed by all the major national libraries and library
associations in Britain, the United States, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, and used by thousands if not
hundreds of thousands of public, school, academic and
special libraries in these countries as the basis for their
catalogue entries. AACR2 covers all types of materials and
deals with both the physical description of an item as well
as the access points in the catalogue (in other words, who
authored it, and how does the title relate to other titles).
Subject access is covered by several other volumes of rules
and accepted practices.

While AACR2 does have a chapter devoted to
cartographic materials, map librarians realised that the
singular qualities of maps and atlases required more
guidance than one chapter could provide, and, in 1982 the
first edition of Cartographic Materials was published. It
soon became “The Bible” for map cataloguers, and had a
list of contributors which was a veritable who’s who of
map librarianship at the time. This second edition updates
interpretation of new and revised rules, expands standards
for antiquarian materials, and discusses cataloguing of
electronic resources – something barely heard of in 1982.

It’s difficult to review a set of rules, and it wouldn’t
be very interesting to make a list of those that CM sets out,
but here are some of the sorts of questions it answers:

• which title do you use if the title on the map differs
from the title on the cover, envelope or box the map
comes in?

• how do you convert a bar scale into a representative
fraction?

• what if an antiquarian map says who sold it but not
who published it?

• how do you record latitude and longitude for a map
of the world?

• who’s the author if the map doesn’t say?
• how do you estimate a publication date if none is

given?
• what’s the difference between a map set and a map

series?
• how do you record an incorrect scale, or a scale that

changes over the face of the map?
• what’s the difference between 1 map on 4 sheets and

4 maps on 1 sheet?
• how is the measurement of a map affected by neat

lines, borders, margins, bleeding edges, irregular
shapes, multi-sheet maps, folding, map series where
the sheet size is not consistent and extensive text
outside the neat line?

• what if the Prime Meridian isn’t Greenwich?
• how do you measure a computer disc?
• what if the map has been dissected and pasted onto

the sides of 42 wooden blocks to form an educational
game?

• how do you note system requirements for electronic
resources?

• is your set complete?
• how do you handle a topographic map kit which

comes with teacher notes, student activities and a
teacher activity guide?

• what if all you’ve got is a reproduction?

Imagine all the different possible ways to answer
these questions. Cartographic Materials answers these and
many more, because it’s been developed by the greatest
minds in map cataloguing over many years and many
continents – people who see more maps in a week than
most people see in years (aren’t we lucky?). The bottom
line of developing and using international standards is to
ensure that everyone is talking a common language. This
means that all librarians and users can understand what’s
being said about an item; that libraries can share catalogue
information through electronic means (making it quicker,
faster and cheaper to do the cataloguing – at least that’s the
theory!); and that nobody has to re-invent the wheel. In
books or articles about maps, and even in less formal
settings – in the office or classroom, or on that e-mail list –
people know what other people are talking about because
they all speak the same language.

Most full-time map librarians will already have
Cartographic Materials at their right hands. If you are
responsible for cataloguing, listing or in any way
providing access to a collection of maps, and you don’t
have this book, go out and buy it immediately. If you
make, collect, are fascinated by, or even just use maps,
there’s a lot of interesting and useful information in this
book. You may not need to know the rules, but it’s a big
step towards all of us involved with maps speaking the
same language.

April Carlucci
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Maps for family and local history. The
records of the Tithe, Valuation Office,
and National Farm Surveys of England
and Wales, 1836—1943

Second updated edition

Geraldine Beech and Rose Mitchell
Kew: The National Archives, 116 pp 30 illustrations,
colour and b/w ISBN 1 903365 50 3   £12.99

This is officially a second edition of William Foot,
Maps for family history, published as Public Record Office
Readers’ Guide No. 9 in 1994. It describes the Tithe
Surveys of circa 1837–51, the maps associated with the
Land Valuation exercise of 1910–14 (the ‘1910
Domesday’) and the National Farm Survey of 1941–43,
together with associated paperwork. I suspect that the
original publication was prompted by the ‘1910
Domesday’ and the National Farm Survey having recently
been made publicly available, and by a growth in the use
of the PRO by genealogists. The present publication
preserves the scheme of the original, but it has been so
substantially rewritten, expanded, and re-illustrated that it
amounts to a new work. In a sense, the extension of the
remit to include local history is less significant than the
rewriting. A substantial addition is a pair of chapters, one
by each of the authors, presenting case studies of the uses
of the three classes of map which are the subject of this
book.

Of the three groups, the tithe surveys are the most
familiar. They were almost all made between 1837 and
1851 in connection with the commutation of tithes to cash
payments, and cover about three-quarters of England and
Wales. However, there are marked regional variations,
from near-total cover of Kent to no more than a third of
some East Midland counties. The tithe maps are
accompanied by apportionments which usually provide
field-by-field information on owners, occupiers, field
names and land-use. There are nearly 12,000 maps,
produced by about 2000 mapmakers, and the result is the
ultimate in cartographic heterogeneity, only partly
mitigated by some regional similarities. These records
have been available for public inspection in one place or
another (including out-housing on the Sussex coast for a
time in the 1960s) since their creation, and have been used
by historical geographers and others since at least the time
of Dudley Stamp’s First Land Utilisation Survey in the
1930s.

The records of the Land Valuation of 1910—14 are
probably still not so well known, partly because they have
only been generally accessible since the 1980s. The object
of the exercise was to provide a basis for the taxation of
increase in land values. It was highly contentious: it was
created by Lloyd George as a radical Chancellor of the
Exchequer in 1909–10, and abolished by him in 1920,
when he was a Prime Minister in coalition with his
erstwhile opponents. The whole exercise was extremely
expensive, and did not generate a penny in revenue,

though the records were later used by the Inland Revenue
for other purposes. The records at the Public Record Office
(part of the National Archives) cover most of England and
Wales, but are wanting for a few areas due to losses in
World War II: a summary list of these gaps is provided. As
with the tithe surveys, the maps – mostly OS 1:2500 scale,
sometimes specially revised – are only part of the story:
the field books in PRO class IR 58 give considerable detail
about hereditaments, notably the details of rooms in
buildings, though the sheer detail of the earlier records was
its own enemy, and later records are often less detailed.
(Copies of some of the maps reached county record offices
long before the PRO: I remember a sixth-form visit to one
such in 1971, which had just received a great pile of these
things, and they seemed uncertain quite what they were, or
what they were going to do with them!)

The National Farm Survey of 1941–43 was, as its
title implies, somewhat more limited in scope, and was
prompted by the need to expand food production during
World War II. Once again, the maps are standard Ordnance
Survey, usually either 1:5000 scale reductions of the
current 1:2500, or 1:10,560s, accompanied by reports on
individual farms and their farmers. These were divided
into three grades, and inevitably there was some personal
information recorded which justified an extension of the
usual thirty-year closure. Information given in the reports
can be personal, including notes of those ‘not up to it’ by
reason of age or infirmity, but can also include information
about the degree of mechanization and access to services
such as water and electricity. Once again, the records are
not absolutely complete.

The original publication of 1994 was a fair specimen
of desk-top publishing for its date; the layout was not very
sophisticated, and there were sometimes strange colours in
the illustrations, which may have been attributable to
photographing in artificial light. The present volume
shows how far we have advanced in less than ten years,
and within its remit it would be difficult to fault it. That
said, I hope that we won’t have to wait another ten years
for an updated edition, if only because, inevitably, internet
and other information ‘dates’ so quickly. A worthwhile
book.

Richard Oliver
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